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Merchandising 

Aim 

This unit standard is intended for those individuals who are responsible for merchandising in 
a wholesale/retail outlet.  This workshop is not display window merchandising, but rather 

more about improving sales through the correct grouping of items and promotional display 
shelves 

About this Course... 

Who Should Attend this Course? 

This course will benefit all staff whose job involves merchandising. 

Outcome 

At the end of this workshop the delegates will be able to plan a visual display in a way that 

customers find attractive and appealing, increase sales and prevent stock losses whilst 

merchandising.   

The unit standards above are an indication of the content of the workshop.  Our workshop theories are designed to include the 
outcomes recommended by SAQA US IDs.   

SAQA US ID NQF LEVEL CREDITS US TITLE 

114907  3 15 
Display merchandise visually in a 

wholesale and retail outlet  

Is intended for those individuals who are 
responsible for displaying merchandise 
visually in a wholesale/retail outlet where 
there is some freedom to merchandise 
within the provided broad guidelines or 
parameters of their organisation. 

Duration: 1-Day 
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Content 
 

The Visuals  What is it that draws the eye?  

 Various methodologies to ensure that 

your wares are seen 

 

Categorisation and Grouping   Unpack merchandise  

 What are the theories? 

 

Item Presentation Principles  Ensuring that maximum sales are 

made, working with your best sellers, 

least sellers, loss leaders, high price  

and low price items 

 

Physical Presentation Techniques  Principal of display 

 Presenting merchandise to customers 

 

The Nitty Gritty  Removing packaging materials for 

display 

 Organisational policies 

 Arranging merchandise 

 Merchandising on different fixtures 

 

Signage for Merchandise Displays  The modern buyer, what they respond 

to 

 Visual merchandising  

 MARK Merchandise 

 

Principle of Cross Merchandising  Leveraging off other products 

 

Accessories in Merchandising  Accessorising the way of the future 

 Merchandising with preventing stock 

loss in mind 

 

House Keeping Standards  Good House Keeping is essential to 

merchandising 

 

Merchandising – TOP SELLERS  Identifying the items that you sell the 

most and promoting it 

Recall  Understanding recall 
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Experienced Facilitators 

Staff Training  

Why Choose Staff Training? 
 

Our facilitators are experienced and well-versed in obtaining the desired outcomes for our 

workshops. We use a variety of presentation methods and are extremely capable of adapting 

to the needs of the room (group) on the day. 
 

On-Going Learning 
 

Staff Training provide a number of SETA and SACE assessment options, as well as our Online 

Skills Check and Afterburner options (expanded on below). 
 

Immediately Implementable 
 

Our workshops are highly interactive and practical allowing for easy implementation of 

theory in the working context. This is of paramount importance to us and our facilitators 

work hard to assist the learners with this translation of theory to practice. 

 

Adaptable Training 
 

It will always remain at the trainer‘s discretion to include or exclude small parts of a module 

that they find more applicable to the needs of the group. That said, our trainers are always 

clear on their mandate prior to the training. 
 

Appropriate Setting 
 

Training is always most effective in a room where it is quiet and uninterrupted and there is 

space for groups to move around or break away during group discussions. Should the 

workshop be hosted at your premises, we request that the delegates are fully present and do 

not get called out to see to daily matters as this is disruptive for the remainder of the group. 
 

Individualised Preparation 
 

In some instances there may be pre-workshop preparations necessary by the delegates, but 

this will be communicated in good time. 
 

Thinking Ahead 
 

Staff Training offer a follow-up service to the client where we keep contact with the 

delegates, encouraging them to explore areas of self-improvement identified during the 

workshop or as a result of their internal Skills Check evaluations. The easy process we walk 

them through culminates in a report that can be forwarded to their line managers through 

our portal and your HR department. Our clients find this service invaluable. The companies 

who use it report a higher level of accountability amongst their staff and more visible and 

sustained behaviour change.  
 

Our Afterburner is a post-workshop, online add-on with three additional topics of learning, 

two quizzes and a myriad of videos applicable to the relevant course content. 
 

There are additional charges for these services. 
 

Highly Customisable 
 

Should you wish for Staff Training to customise your workshop we humbly request wherever 

possible at least four working weeks‘ notice prior to presentation. 
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